Why Buy A Safe From Target World?
1. Selection. We have the largest selection of safes on display in the Midwest. When you
come to Target World, you know that you will find the best options available with some of
the best names in the business.
2. American Made Safes. The majority of the safes we sell are American made. The few nonUSA made safes we carry are at least made mostly of U.S. materials helping to preserve
American jobs. If you find a Chinese safe at Target World, we would only have it if it was a
specialty safe that was not available otherwise.
3. Competitive Prices. Our safes are very competitively priced and you have lots of options to
choose from and compare against. Speaking of price, we sell safes that are built to a
standard, not to a price, like most of the big box store models. When you buy a safe, you
expect it to perform. One of the little known secrets of the safe industry is that there are
few industry standards. Any claims can be made (especially in regards to fire rating) and
they often are. Avoid cheap Chinese made safes or safes built with all corners cut so that the
company could win the box store contract. Again, our safes are competitively priced and
built to a standard, not a price.
4. First Floor Delivery Included. First floor delivery within a generous radius of Target World is
included in any safe we sell that is $900.00 and over. This saves you from having to worry
about how you are going to get your safe home and installed. It is also no problem if you
want your safe installed in the basement or up a flight of stairs. For a small up-charge, our
delivery team will meet whatever need you have. That also applies to out of area deliveries.
5. We Will Customize Your Safe To Meet Your Specific Needs. Want a different lock on your
safe? How about lights, jewelry drawers, etc.? We can do it all. Our objective is to sell you
the safe you need, outfitted the way you want it.
6. Service After The Sale. If you have questions about your safe or need manufacturer's
support after the sale, our professional staff will assist you every step along the way. We
know that a large part of our business comes from referrals and customer service helps to
keep our reputation strong.

